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While many communities and businesses have 
experience planning for the impacts of natural disasters, 
major accidents and other emergencies, the COVID-19 
outbreak has highlighted the need for businesses to be 
prepared for the significant operational disruptions from 
unexpected crisis such as global pandemics. 

As a trusted advisor, TRC helps to guide our clients 
through disaster planning and recovery. We understand 
your goals and embrace them as our own, applying our 
unmatched creativity and depth and breadth of 
knowledge with core values such as integrity to assess 
and safeguard your operations, achieve compliance and 
build resiliency.  

Our highly experienced and qualified staff will assess, 
prioritize and develop plans to manage and respond to 
emergencies. We’re committed to not only designing 
prevention methods to avoid future disruptions, but also 
supporting you by remediating and restoring any 
damage that may have occurred from current or past 
disasters.  

With a team of multi-disciplinary professionals, we utilize 
modern, cutting-edge technology to design appropriate 
solutions to get you operational again. And if a disaster 
has caused large losses, we have extensive experience 
working with insurers, as well as policy holders, to 
provide defensible data and documentation to assist in 
claims processing.  

Regardless of where you are in your response to the 
COVID-19 outbreak, TRC can help you restore your 
business and prepare for the unknowns that lie ahead. 

“PLAN FOR DAYS, RESPOND IN 
MINUTES AND SUCCEED FOREVER.”  
- UNKNOWN
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Planning and Preparedness

When disaster strikes, your ability to bounce back quickly 
depends on how well you planned for an emergency and 
how prepared you are to take action. TRC helps you get 
ready for any incident that might impact your business or 
agency.

Emergency Operations Plans: We work with you to 
develop this essential playbook which will guide your 
response when a crisis emerges. Whether it’s an active 
shooter, fire, hurricane or pandemic, these plans identify 
actions, resources, responsible staff and dependencies in 
advance so you can be successful when the time comes. 

Continuity of Operations Plans: We’ll help you determine 
which operations are mission critical during disaster and 
plan for how to keep those functions going by prioritizing 
business activities and appropriately allocating staff, 
supplies and other resources. 

Training and Exercises: Educating staff and management 
about crisis issues and policies and is essential, as is 
testing that knowledge through real world, simulated 
exercises. Our team can guide you through table-top, 
functional and complex, full scale training. 

Mitigation

Being prepared for an emergency includes planning for 
and implementing measures to make the impact less 
severe. TRC supports the development of mitigation 
efforts that help reduce your risk.

Infrastructure Redesign: It is important to evaluate the 
vulnerability of buildings or other infrastructure in the 
case of disasters such as storms or earthquakes. Our 
experts can help you redesign layouts or provide 
complex structural retrofits to reduce impacts and meet 
compliance requirements.

Educational Programs: We’ll help you provide the 
reasoning behind various policies, procedures and 
training programs so employees understand not only 
what they are being asked to do, but why. 

Risk Assessments, Security Assessments and Design: 
Working together, our team can help you pre-emptively 
identify vulnerabilities and areas where unacceptable 
risks are present so you can take steps to reduce the 
impact.  

Response

Once a crisis hits, how you respond will determine how 
quickly you can return to operating normally. TRC 
supports a range of activities that are essential to 
overcoming emergency situations. 

Disinfection, decontamination and industrial hygiene 
testing: When highly contagious pathogens emerge, 
standard cleaning protocols are not enough. Our team 
uses innovative testing procedures that can instantly 
assess the cleanliness of various surfaces and indicate 
where immediate corrective action is needed. 

Debris Management: After a disaster happens, you may 
be left with a big mess to clean up. We can help you 
manage any residues that may not be “landfill ready” and 
require special handling and disposal. 

Logistics Support: Critical devices, equipment and 
supplies need to be moved quickly in an emergency. Our 
team specializes in managing inventories, transportation 
and distribution of vital resources. 

Grants Support: Applying for disaster relief and other 
federal and local grants is complicated and requires a lot 
of paperwork that must submitted in a timely manner. 
We can help you navigate this process and secure the 
funds you need to restore your business. 

Minimize the risk of unexpected 
business disruptions.
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Why TRC?

We put clients first by: 
• Envisioning new possibilities and engineering sustainable solutions 
• Creating collaborative work relationships that drive better results 
• Anticipating issues and quickly resolving them

About TRC

Groundbreaker. Game changer. Pioneer. Since the 1960s TRC has set the bar for 
clients who require more than just engineering, combining science with the latest 
technology to devise innovative solutions that stand the test of time. 
 
Today we are a global consulting firm providing environmentally advanced and technology-powered solutions for 
the oil and gas, power and infrastructure markets. TRC’s 5,000 professionals work with a broad range of commercial, 
industrial and government clients and the communities they serve. We deliver breakthrough solutions that address 
local needs – so our clients can better succeed in an ever-changing world.
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